
WhiteRIP 8

The most advanced printing software 
suitable for different sectors such 
as textiles and objects. Equipped 
with numerous features to increase 
productivity and optimize ink 
consumption and many extra modules to 
extend it’s features such as job tracking, 
variable data printing and many more. 
WhiteRIP 8 has dedicated version for 
UV, DTG and DTF each with it special 
function to excell in their sector.

Open to integrations
The important of interconnected system is important to 
optimize and increase the productivity.
WhiteRIP 8 has been developed with a focus on integration 
giving many options to achieve a simple and effective 
integration 

WhiteRIP 8 has many options to achieve this
Hotfolder Print automatically by placing your images in a 
specific folder. With the XML Hotfolder module is also possible 
to attach some parameters to the image such as dimension, 
position, environment and rotation of the image. 
Print report Generate a complete report of each print with 
preview, information on ink consumption, number of printed 
copies and print settings.
Print from barcode Designed for more automated 
production environments, allows the operator to launch the 
print automatically by scanning the barcode on the order.
Job report Possibility of tracking the jobs inside the RIP, on csv 
or xml, both in input and output for the integration in Industry 
4.0 environments.

WhiteRIP 8 DTF

Our dedicated version for Direct to Film printing includes 
features and optimizations developed for the best DTF 
printing experience.

Auto mirroring To simplify the workflow WhiteRIP automatically 
mirror the images during the print phase. To not distract you 
while you are organizing the graphics you will see them right 
and you don’t need to remember to do anything. Just press 
Print and WhiteRIP will automatically take care of it.
Whitebase WhiteRIP generates automatically the white layer 
with specifics algorithms for DTF applications with optimization 
based on the media color. You can also specify the white 
layer on the same PSD file with a specific layer.
roll to roll & paper Manage multiple output options to print 
film on both reel or sheets.

WhiteRIP 8 UV & DTG

Our version for UV and DTG printing includes many 
new features with version 8 to help you optimize your 
pre-press work and  optimize it for great print results. 
  
Template The main feature of WhiteRIP has been 
revised to increase its functionality. With WhiteRIP 
8 you can work on more template at once and 
the template creation wizard it’s more simple. 

Whitebase optimizations WhiteRIP can generates 
automatically the white layer base or you can load a 
custom one. With WhiteRIP 8 you can also specify the white 
layer on the same file with a PSD layer or let the software 
generate it with optimization based on the media color. 
If you are printing am artwork on a black T-shirt WhiteRIP 
can optimize the white layer without print it under black 
pixels or if you print the same image but on a different 
media color it will optimize the whitebase accordingly. 

Variable data Management of self-incrementing variable 
data or from external sources with the possibility of 
generating 1D and 2D barcodes. The variable data is 
automatically updated at each print and in case of self-
incremental data it is saved locally.



®WhiteRIP is a registered trademark. All other trademarks are registered or unregistered 
trademarks of their respective companies. Thanks to ongoing research and the continuous 
improvement of the product, features or specifications may change at any time without notice.

WHITERIP
Compatibility

We work closely with major printer manufacturers 
to continuously expand support for new models. 
Most Epson-based printers are supported, as well as printers 
of main DTG and UV Led brands.

Visit www.whiterip.com for completed and updated list.

WhiteRIP is created and distributed by 
EV Network s.r.l.®

Via Emilio Salgari, 14/e 31056 - Roncade (TV) - Italy
Tel.    +39 0422 798184 - info@evnetwork.it

www.evnetwork.it - www.whiterip.com

With simple and intuitive interface

Improve the quality of your prints

Maximize production

PROFESSIONAL PRINT 
SOFTWARE

Are you a printer manufacturer?
Are you an OEM? We can customize our 
software with oem logo, custom colors and 
even customized functions realized on your 
demands. This allow you to provide the best 
user experience for your customers thanks to a 
tailored solution. Contact us for more info.. 

Try WhiteRIP for free
Visit our website www.whiterip.com and download 
the free demo version! 
You will be able to try all the software functions, 
without prints number or time limits!

Accedi al nostro sito web con il tuo smartphone utilizza il QR code qui accanto

Acces to our website with your smartphone using the QR code on the left

whiterip.com

!

Varnish management

Prints with 3D effect

New 
version


